These rituals are our signature treatments
and are not to be missed, fantastic to give as
a gift or for when you need a well deserved
treat and unwind. All our of rituals start with
our signature welcome tea and ceremonial
foot ritual.
Pinks Boutique Spa Body Ritual
Relax and unwind while your therapist exfoliates
your body with our luxury organic sugar scrub. Feel
your stresses slip away while hot towels soothe the
body ready for the next delight. Thai, Indonesian
and Himalayan inspired massage techniques and
hot rocks complete this mind and body encounter
that invigorate your senses and soothe your soul.
90mins £59

Pinks Boutique Spa Face Ritual
Relax and unwind while we cleanse, exfoliate and
condition your back before your Pinks therapist
embarks on your face ritual. Hot towels, aroma
changing water and organic deep cleansing start
this amazing facial delight. Bamboo polish is raindropped over the skin whilst Elixir sprays awaken
the senses. Powerful penetrating masques and
intense moisturisers restore the skin to its natural
balance. Inspired by the orient you will discover
Thai, Indonesian and Himalayan techniques and
massages exclusive to Taizen.
Includes hot rocks.
105mins £79

Pinks Boutique Spa Pedicure Ritual
Feet are cocooned in hot towels before being
immersed in hot water. Feet are then showered
and soaked in Himalayan mineral crystals while you
relax and unwind. Stresses of everyday life melt
away while your Pinks therapist completes a
pressure point scalp ritual. A natural pumice
removes hard skin before essential and thorough
nail and cuticle work is carried out. Our Indonesian
massage leads into a reflexology inspired stick foot
massage and hot rocks exclusive to Taizen. To
complete or foot experience feet and heels are
coated in our super hydrating balm and varnish is
applied.
90 mins £49

Pinks Boutique Spa Manicure Ritual
Unwind and relax on our Indonesian decorated
couch while your therapist performs this luxury
experience. Hot towels cleanse the feet and hands
before the manicure journey starts. Fresh zingy
limes clean the nail and hands are soaked amongst
Himalayan mineral crystals and fresh petals whilst
scalp pressure points melt away every day stresses.
An organic hand and arm scrub leads into a
massage with a difference. Using Indonesian
massage techniques the arms, shoulders and head
are worked upon in our signature massage ritual
exclusive to Taizen. Includes hotrocks. Cuticles are
conditioned and tided and nails are cut and filed.
Hands are coated in our super hydrating balm.
75 mins £39

